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Success Mindset & Energy
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3/7 

The past is the past, it does not dictate the

future or the present, but we look to this as a

measure of what’s safe, comfortable, realistic

etc

It’s an identity state that we get to shift

Ask yourself: 

WHO do I want to be in this moment?

 

2/8

Reactions and responses… old patterns that

we step into through our breath that activate

the negative narrative

Ask yourself: 

HOW do I want to feel in this moment?

 

Reprogramming of the mindset happens in the

2/8, the 2/8 fuels the 3/7, which fires the 4/6,

bringing you back to 1/9
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Coming back to your 1/9

 

When you don’t know what your next step is

When you’re feeling meh and you can’t

motivate yourself

When you’re struggling to listen to your

intuition and you don’t trust it no matter how

hard you try

 

ASK:

WHO am I being in this moment? 

Who do I want to be instead? 

HOW am I feeling in this moment? 

How do I want to feel instead?

 

If I could reset anything, what would I reset?

Why am I still resisting resetting in that?

 

Typically there’s more “past” stuff that wants

to make itself known but it still doesn’t get

to dictate who you are in this moment and the

future you get to create. 
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Is THIS who you are? 

Then why are you allowing it?

So who are you? 

And what do you want? 

 

Coming back to Soul (1/9)

If there was a Universal Law that stated in

order for you to fulfil your Soul purpose, you

HAD to do it the way your Soul dictated /

demanded you do the thing…

 

How would you be doing life? 

Business?

 Money? 

Wealth creation? 

Abundance receiving? Relationships? 

All the things?

 

If the ONLY option that existed in the Universe

was that you had to do and receive all the

things in the ONLY way that felt really good

to you…. 

 

How would you be doing it / receiving it / being

it?
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THIS brings you back to your Soul…. 

This tells you how you actually want to be

doing life. 

This is a reconnect to your 1/9 on a conscious

cerebral level, i.e. success mindset

Sometimes the Soul response / recognition can

feel scary… 

sometimes it makes us contract… 

recognise contraction and expansion as

talking yourself IN to something or OUT of

something
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When it  comes to money...

“Needing” is a contraction of trust & faith (4/6)

… so we can’t move into the HOW of 2/8, and we

get stuck

 

Being stuck in the 2/8 disconnects us from the

1/9

 

And we spiral…. And so we use the coming back

to Soul exercises and Questions to plug

ourselves back into the 1/9, shift into 3/7 and

so on through the process

 

Recognise ‘needing’ as a contraction of trust

and faith

 

If you fully trusted the money to come to you,

the sale to come to you, the clients to come

to you… 

how would you be showing up? 

How would you be being and what is the

action that follows that?
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The frequency of action following need is

very different to the frequency of action

following Soul connect

 

Ask Yourself: 

Am I coming from need / desperation / lack OR

Soul connect / excitement / Soul honouring /

doing it the way that is the ONLY way my Soul

desires ?

 

This requires continual reset until it becomes

habitual

 

You cannot ignore the misalignments of Soul

connect if you want to quantum leap

 

Be brave enough to stop it all in the moment

and change tack completely… 

ask yourself repeatedly throughout the day

does this feel good? Is this what my Soul

wants? Am I honouring myself here?
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The allowing and receiving

We communicate our offers when we feel safe

 

We put in to put out to receive when we feel

safe

 

We receive when we feel safe

 

There is always money available. 

 

The money is technically inside of us, because

everything is inside of us, 

 

but if we don’t feel safe to access it, we don’t

feel safe to receive it

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


